Serotonin Increases Phosphorylation of Synaptic 4EBP through TOR, but Eukaryotic Initiation Factor 4E Levels Do Not Limit Somatic Cap-Dependent Translation in *Aplysia* Neurons
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The target of rapamycin (TOR) plays an important role in memory formation in *Aplysia californica*. Here, we characterize one of the downstream targets of TOR, the eukaryotic initiation factor 4E (eIF4E) binding protein (4EBP) from *Aplysia*. *Aplysia* 4EBP was phosphorylated in synaptosomes, and serotonin addition caused a rapamycin-sensitive increase in 4EBP phosphorylation both in synaptosomes and in isolated neurites. *Aplysia* 4EBP was regulated in a fashion similar to that of mammalian 4EBPs, binding to eIF4E when dephosphorylated and releasing eIF4E after phosphorylation. Overexpression of 4EBP in the soma of *Aplysia* neurons caused a specific decrease in cap-dependent translation that was rescued by concomitant overexpression of eIF4E. However, eIF4E overexpression by itself did not increase cap-dependent translation, suggesting that increasing levels of free eIF4E by phosphorylating 4EBP is not important in regulating cap-dependent translation in the cell soma. Total levels of eIF4E were also regulated by 4EBP, suggesting that 4EBP can also act as an eIF4E chaperone. These studies demonstrate the conserved nature of 4EBP regulation and its role in cap-dependent translation and suggest differential roles of 4EBP phosphorylation in the soma and synapse.

An increase in the rate of translation that is sensitive to the pharmacological agent rapamycin was recently shown to be an important event underlying lasting phases of synaptic plasticity (2, 5, 16, 58). The primary target of rapamycin in cells is the target of rapamycin (TOR) (9, 24, 30). One way in which TOR controls translation is by regulating the phosphorylation state of the eukaryotic initiation factor 4E (eIF4E) binding protein (4EBP). Dephosphorylated 4EBP tightly binds eIF4E and represses cap-dependent protein synthesis, and TOR-dependent phosphorylation removes this repression (6, 11, 46). The amount of eIF4E available in the cell can be a rate-limiting factor in cell growth since its overexpression causes an increase in the expression of growth-promoting proteins, such as ornithine decarboxylase, cyclin D1, and c-Myc (15, 49, 51, 55). Therefore, activation of TOR may contribute to enduring forms of synaptic plasticity through phosphorylation of 4EBP and an increase in translation of molecules that contribute to synaptic growth and/or reorganization.

4EBP is located at synaptic sites in mammalian dendrites (58) and is phosphorylated in a TOR-dependent manner after brain-derived neurotrophic factor treatment in dendrites or late-phase long-term potentiation (LTP)-inducing stimuli (3, 35, 57). Moreover, knocking out the gene for 4EBP2, the major 4EBP isoform in adult neurons, converts early LTP into late LTP in the Schaffer collateral pathway (3), suggesting that activating translation through 4EBP phosphorylation is a critical step in generating long-term changes. Long-term depression induced by the addition of an mGLUR agonist depends on local protein synthesis and is rapamycin sensitive (2, 31, 33). Interestingly, in 4EBP2 knockout mice, mGLUR long-term depression is no longer sensitive to rapamycin, indicating that the critical downstream target of TOR for this form of plasticity is 4EBP2 (2). These findings underscore the importance of the role of local 4EBP activation for late phases of synaptic plasticity. To date, however, no direct examination of the link between 4EBP activity and its effect on translation rates in neurons has been carried out.

In *Aplysia californica*, increases in the strength of sensory-motor neuron synapses, termed facilitation, underlie behavioral sensitization of the gill and siphon withdrawal reflexes (34). Experiments on cultured *Aplysia* sensory-motor neuron synapses have revealed that a 5-min synaptic application of serotonin (5HT) to the synapse is sufficient to cause a persistent (72-h) phase of long-term facilitation, whose induction requires local TOR-dependent translation, when gene expression is activated independently (16). Rapamycin applied to the whole cell also blocked 24-h long-term facilitation, suggesting that activation of TOR in the cell body is important for this form of plasticity (32). Soma activation of translation through TOR has also been implicated in LTP in hippocampal neurons (36). We have previously shown that 5HT can activate S6 kinase and eukaryotic elongation factor 2 (eEF2) through a rapamycin-sensitive pathway in *Aplysia* synaptosomes (14, 37). In the present study, we characterize *Aplysia* 4EBP, demonstrate its regulation by 5HT and TOR at the synapse, and determine its effects on soma translation.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals. *Aplysia californica* (70 to 200 g) were obtained from Marine Specimens Unlimited (Pacific Palisades, CA) or the University of Miami National Institute of Health *Aplysia* resource facility (Miami, FL) and were maintained in an aquarium for at least 3 days before experimentation. Prior to dissection, animals were placed in a bath of isotonic MgCl₂ artificial seawater (1:1, vol/vol) and then anesthetized by injection with isotonic MgCl₂ solution. Ganglia were isolated from the animal and placed in ice-cold dissecting medium (460 mM NaCl, 10 mM KCl, 11 mM CaCl₂, 55 mM MgCl₂, 10 mM HEPES, pH 7.5) before use.

Cloning of *Aplysia* 4EBP and mutagenesis. An initial sequence for *Aplysia* 4EBP was donated, courtesy of Eric Kandel, from an *Aplysia* expressed sequence tag library. We designed exact primers to the 5′ and 3′ ends of 4EBP, including restriction sites for BamHI (5′ primer) and KpnI (3′ primer). A 363-bp fragment was amplified by PCR from an *Aplysia* cDNA library, digested with restriction enzymes BamHI and KpnI, and inserted into pNEX-3. pNEX-3-4EBP was subcloned into pGEX-2T.

Antibody production. (i) Anti-PS62/67. A 15-amino-acid peptide containing residues 58 to 72 of *Aplysia* 4EBP with S62 and S67 converted to phosphoserine (pS) and an amino-terminal cysteine (CQLRN)[pS]PLAR[pS]PPPN-amide) was synthesized (Biosource, Camarillo, CA), conjugated to maleimide-coupled bovine serum albumin (Pierce, Rockford, IL), and injected into rabbits, using the adjuvant TiterMax Gold (CytRx, Norcross, GA) three times at 4-week intervals. Rabbit serum was passed over an affinity column of the immunizing phosphopeptide coupled to SulfoLink (Pierce). After each passage, specifically retained antibodies were eluted from the column and concentrated in an Amicon Ultra-15 centrifugation column (Millipore, Billerica, MA). In order to eliminate the fraction of antibody that might recognize unphosphorylated isoforms of 4EBP, nonphosphorylated peptide was incubated with the phosphoantibody at a molar ratio of 1:400 (antibody/peptide) for 30 min before each primary incubation for immunoblots.

(ii) Anti-4EBP. Antibody recognizing endogenous levels of 4EBP was generated against a peptide containing residues 108 to 122 (CFGHDEHPQFEMD 101H) at the C-terminal end of 4EBP, using the same procedure as that described above.

(iii) Anti-PT34/43. A commercial antibody mix recognizing only isoforms of 4EBP phosphorylated at T37 and/or T46 (T34/43 in *Aplysia*) (Cell Signaling Technologies, New England Biolabs, Beverly, MA) was used to measure phosphorylation at T34/43 by western blotting.

(iv) Anti-eIF4E. Antibody recognizing endogenous levels of eIF4E and antibody recognizing only isoforms of eIF4E phosphorylated at S207 were generated and used as described previously (20).

(v) Anti-GST. A commercial glutathione S-transferase (GST) antibody (Amersham, Piscataway, NJ) was used to recognize GST and GST-tagged 4EBP constructs.

Synaptosomes. Synaptosomes were prepared according to the procedure developed by Chin et al. (17). This protocol gives a P1 pellet containing particulate preparations of the synaptosomal fraction, P2, which contains the greatest amount of synaptosomes but of lesser purity (17). The P2 and P3 fractions were combined in 600 μl of Ca²⁺/Mg²⁺-free seawater (460 mM NaCl, 10 mM KCl, 55 mM MgCl₂, 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 0.1% glucose). Synaptosomal preparations were treated for 10 min with various combinations of the drugs: 20 μM 5HT (Sigma, St. Louis, MO), 20 nM rapamycin (Calbiochem, San Diego, CA), 100 nM calyculin (Calbiochem), and 20 μM LY294002 (LY; Calbiochem). Samples were treated with Laemmli buffer, boiled, and subjected to sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE). Western blotting was performed as previously described (22) with 4EBP and eIF4E antibodies. Blots were scanned and quantitated using the NIH image uncalibrated optical density feature. This helps to retain linearity over a wide range of intensity levels for enhanced chemiluminescence films (45). For quantitation of 4EBP

### TABLE 1. List of primers and templates for PCR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct name</th>
<th>Primer and sequence</th>
<th>Template(s) Introduced</th>
<th>Introduced site</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4EBP</td>
<td>05, 5′-GGGCGGTACCATGCAGGCGCAAGATCGAG-3′</td>
<td><em>Aplysia</em> cDNA library</td>
<td>BamHI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4EBP-E62/67</td>
<td>05, 5′-GGGCGGTACCATGCAGGCGCAAGATCGAG-3′</td>
<td>Gex-4EBP primers</td>
<td>KpnI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15, 5′-GGGCGGTACCATGCAGGCGCAAGATCGAG-3′</td>
<td>pGEX-4EBP primer</td>
<td>EcoRI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>03, 3′-pGEX primer</td>
<td>pGEX-E62/67 primer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4EBP-E34/43</td>
<td>05, 5′-GGGCGGTACCATGCAGGCGCAAGATCGAG-3′</td>
<td>pGEX-E34 and pGEX-E43/62/67 primer</td>
<td>KpnI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15, 5′-GGGCGGTACCATGCAGGCGCAAGATCGAG-3′</td>
<td>pGEX-E34/62/67 primer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>03, 3′-pGEX primer</td>
<td>pGEX-E34/62/67 primer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4EBP-dTOS</td>
<td>05, 5′-GGGCGGTACCATGCAGGCGCAAGATCGAG-3′</td>
<td>pGEX-4EBP primer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>03, 3′-pGEX primer</td>
<td>pGEX-E34/62/67 primer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Antibody production.**

(i) Anti-PS62/67. A 15-amino-acid peptide containing residues 58 to 72 of *Aplysia* 4EBP with S62 and S67 converted to phosphoserine (pS) and an amino-terminal cysteine (CQLRN)[pS]PLAR[pS]PPPN-amide) was synthesized (Biosource, Camarillo, CA), conjugated to maleimide-coupled bovine serum albumin (Pierce, Rockford, IL), and injected into rabbits, using the adjuvant TiterMax Gold (CytRx, Norcross, GA) three times at 4-week intervals. Rabbit serum was passed over an affinity column of the immunizing phosphopeptide coupled to SulfoLink (Pierce). After each passage, specifically retained antibodies were eluted from the column and concentrated in an Amicon Ultra-15 centrifugation column (Millipore, Billerica, MA). In order to eliminate the fraction of antibody that might recognize unphosphorylated isoforms of 4EBP, nonphosphorylated peptide was incubated with the phosphoantibody at a molar ratio of 1:400 (antibody/peptide) for 30 min before each primary incubation for immunoblots.

(ii) Anti-4EBP. Antibody recognizing endogenous levels of 4EBP was generated against a peptide containing residues 108 to 122 (CFGHDEHPQFEMD 101H) at the C-terminal end of 4EBP, using the same procedure as that described above.

(iii) Anti-PT34/43. A commercial antibody mix recognizing only isoforms of 4EBP phosphorylated at T37 and/or T46 (T34/43 in *Aplysia*) (Cell Signaling Technologies, New England Biolabs, Beverly, MA) was used to measure phosphorylation at T34/43 by western blotting.

(iv) Anti-eIF4E. Antibody recognizing endogenous levels of eIF4E and antibody recognizing only isoforms of eIF4E phosphorylated at S207 were generated and used as described previously (20).

(v) Anti-GST. A commercial glutathione S-transferase (GST) antibody (Amersham, Piscataway, NJ) was used to recognize GST and GST-tagged 4EBP constructs.

Synaptosomes. Synaptosomes were prepared according to the procedure developed by Chin et al. (17). This protocol gives a P1 pellet containing particulate proteins, two soluble fractions (S2 and S3), and two synaptosome-containing fractions, P3, which contains the purest synaptosomes, and P2, which contains the greatest amount of synaptosomes but of lesser purity (17). The P2 and P3 fractions were combined in 600 μl of Ca²⁺/Mg²⁺-free seawater (460 mM NaCl, 10 mM KCl, 55 mM MgCl₂, 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 0.1% glucose). Synaptosomal preparations were treated for 10 min with various combinations of the drugs: 20 μM 5HT (Sigma, St. Louis, MO), 20 nM rapamycin (Calbiochem, San Diego, CA), 100 nM calyculin (Calbiochem), and 20 μM LY294002 (LY; Calbiochem). Samples were treated with Laemmli buffer, boiled, and subjected to sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE). Western blotting was performed as previously described (22) with 4EBP and eIF4E antibodies. Blots were scanned and quantitated using the NIH image uncalibrated optical density feature. This helps to retain linearity over a wide range of intensity levels for enhanced chemiluminescence films (45). For quantitation of 4EBP
and eIF4E phosphorylation, a phosphoratio was determined as described previously (37).

**Immunoprecipitation.** Ovotestis or total nervous system extracts were homogenized in 200 μl homogenization buffer (1% Tergitol NP-40 [Sigma], 10 mM MgCl2, 15 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 1 mM EDTA, 10% glycerol, 0.5% aprotinin, benzamidine, and leupeptin, 0.5 mM β-mercaptoethanol, 10 mM NaF), and nonsolubilized proteins were spun out at 100,000 x g. Supernatants were then incubated overnight with preimmune serum or anti-eIF4E serum which was prepucoated to protein A-Sepharose beads (Sigma). Beads were spun down and washed with homogenization buffer, and Laemmli buffer was added to the samples, which were subsequently subjected to SDS-PAGE. Beads were washed extensively (four washes, ~10 min/wash) for immunoprecipitations from ovotestis. Protein was transferred onto nitrocellulose membranes and subjected to immunoblotting with 4EBP and eIF4E antibodies.

**mRNA cap binding with nervous system extracts.** Extracts from two *Aplysia* nervous systems were homogenized on ice in a low-salt-concentration buffer (LCB) (20 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 0.5 mM EDTA, 0.5 mM EGTA, 100 mM NaCl, 10 mM β-mercaptoethanol, 0.5% benzamidine, leupeptin, and aprotinin, 10 mM NaF) and centrifuged at 5,000 g for 5 min at 4°C, and the supernatant was incubated with 7-methyl-GTP-Sepharose 4B beads (Amersham) for 60 min at 15°C. Beads were pelleted and washed with LCB, and Laemmli buffer was added to the samples, which were subsequently subjected to SDS-PAGE. Protein was transferred onto nitrocellulose membranes and subjected to immunoblotting with 4EBP and eIF4E antibodies.

**mRNA cap in vitro binding assay.** (i) Preparation of GST-tagged 4EBP and His-tagged eIF4E protein. All GST-4EBP constructs present in pGEX-2T were transformed and overexpressed in DH5α and L11003 (Amersham) for 60 min at 15°C. Beads were pelleted and washed with LCB, and GST-4EBP was added to the samples, which were subsequently subjected to SDS-PAGE. Protein was transferred onto nitrocellulose membranes and subjected to immunoblotting with 4EBP and eIF4E antibodies.

**Immunocytochemistry.** (i) Experiments with isolated processes, *Aplysia* sensory neurons were mechanically dissociated in 3 ml culture dishes and left for recovery overnight in 10% hemolymph-enriched L15 culture medium (modified for *Aplysia*) (39). Cells with resorbed processes were then plated on poly-L-lysine-coated glass coverslips in dishes containing 30% hemolymph-enriched L15. Alternatively, neurons were pulled from the ganglia with a sharp glass microelectrode tip and immediately immobilized to endogenous L15 by electroporation. Cells were left for 3 days at 10°C. Cells with healthy processes were then selected for axotomy. This consisted of either cell body removal with a sharp glass microelectrode tip or individual axon incision. Incisions were made proximal to the cell body, roughly 50 to 100 microns away, and avoided the initial axon segment (40). Cultures were left to recover for 2 h after cutting, and processes were then treated with 5HT and/or rapamycin. Cells were then fixed on coverslips in 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS with 30% sucrose and left for 30 min. After fixing, processes were permeabilized in 0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS with 30% sucrose, washed in PBS, blocked with 10% normal goat serum (NGS; Sigma), and incubated with anti-PT34/43 in 10% NGS overnight. Cultures were then washed with PBS and incubated with Cy3 goat anti-rabbit antibody (Pierce) in 10% NGS for 2 h. Cultures were washed again, and fluorescence images were obtained with an Eclipse TE200 fluorescence microscope (Nikon, Tokyo, Japan) using the Metavalue Imaging program (Universal Imaging Co., Pennsylvania).

(ii) Experiments with coinjection of 4EBP and bicistronic constructs. A fluorescent bicistronic expression pNEX3 vector was used to monitor simultaneously cap-dependent translation (enhanced yellow fluorescent protein expression) and internal ribosome entry site (IRES)-dependent translation (enhanced yellow fluorescent protein expression) from the IRES in *Aplysia* egg-laying hormone as previously described (19). Wild-type and mutant 4EBPs and/or eIF4E were coinjected into the pNEX3 vector and coinjected into neurons along with the bicistronic reporter to determine their effects on translation. Fluorescence was measured 2 days after injection, using a Nikon TE200 fluorescence microscope equipped with cyan GFP-BP v2, GFP(Y)-BP (yellow), and Y-2E/C (red) filters. Digital images were captured using Metavalue (Universal Imaging Co.).

**RESULTS**

**Characterization of *Aplysia* 4EBP.** A sequence for *Aplysia* 4EBP from an *Aplysia* expressed sequence tag collection was obtained courtesy of Eric Kandel (Columbia University). We designed primers to the 5' and 3' terminals of this sequence and cloned a 363-bp molecule from an *Aplysia* cDNA library by using PCR and confirmed this sequence in three independent clones. Notably, *Aplysia* 4EBP conserves a strong eIF4E binding motif and two motifs important for protein–protein interaction, the RAIP motif (59) and the TOS site (Fig. 1) (54).
the seven phosphorylation sites identified in vertebrate 4EBPs, only four are conserved (Fig. 1); however, these are the four sites most linked to regulating 4EBP binding to eIF4E (25, 27, 43, 44).

To detect 4EBP in *Aplysia*, we generated an antibody directed against a peptide derived from the carboxy-terminal end of 4EBP. Anti-4EBP recognized a single band at 21 kDa in P2/P3 and a band at 45 kDa in adjacent lanes in which GST-4EBP was loaded (0.5 to 5 ng). Both anti-PS62/67 and anti-PT34/43 antibodies recognized a strong band in P2/P3 which overlaid the band recognized by the anti-4EBP antibody. Neither phospho-specific antibody reacted with the nonphosphorylated GST-4EBP (Fig. 2A). Immunoprecipitation (IP) of 4EBP from the ovotestis and nervous system (NS) with anti-4EBP or rabbit IgG (R-IgG). Immunoblotting (IB) was subsequently performed with anti-4EBP, anti-PT34/43, and anti-PS62/67 antibodies. The pellet contained material brought down by the IP antibody while the void was the supernatant from which the protein was immunoprecipitated. A fraction of the starting material (SM) from the ovotestis was loaded for comparison. The large arrow points to the light-chain IgG bands from the anti-4EBP and rabbit IgG pellets in order to highlight equal loading between the two conditions. Small arrows denote the two differentially migrating 4EBP species detected. A second representation of the anti-PS62/67 immunoblot (using a shorter enhanced chemiluminescence film exposure time) is shown at the bottom in order to display enrichment of the slow-migrating band in the anti-4EBP lane within the pellet. (C) Coomassie stain of GST-tagged wild-type 4EBP (WT) and 4EBP with S/T-E mutations at T34/43 (T34/43E), S62/67 (S62/67E), and T34/43 and S62/67 (4xE) run out on a 13% SDS-PAGE gel. (D) Fractions from the synaptosome preparation (~10 μg/lane) are shown. P2 and P3 are the synaptosome fractions, with P3 being more enriched for synaptosomes and P2 containing more protein (17). S2 and S3 are soluble fractions, whereas P1 contains nuclei and debris. A single band of approximately 21 kDa recognized by the 4EBP antibody (anti-4EBP) is evident in all fractions. This band is also recognized by both phospho-specific antibodies. (E) Quantitation of anti-PT34/43 immunoreactivity shown in panel D. Values are means ± standard errors of the means standardized to the P1 fraction (n = 3). #, P < 0.05; *, P < 0.001 (by a paired Student t test versus P1).
at T34 or T43 or both residues. We also raised an antibody to a peptide containing phosphorylated serines at both positions 62 and 67. Again, we do not know whether this antibody recognizes singly phosphorylated S62 or S67 or a conjunction of both sites. Both of these antibodies recognize a band migrating at approximately 21 kDa that directly overlaid the band recognized by the anti-4EBP antibody (Fig. 2A). The anti-PT34/43 and anti-PS62/67 antibodies were phospho specific since they did not recognize nonphosphorylated GST-4EBP produced in bacteria (Fig. 2A).

To confirm that all three 4EBP antibodies recognize the same protein, we used the anti-4EBP antibody for immunoprecipitation. Immunoprecipitation using the anti-4EBP antibody, but not rabbit immunoglobulin G (IgG), greatly enriched the band at 21 kDa (Fig. 2B). The antigens recognized by both phoso-specific antibodies were removed from the void and enriched in the pellet after immunoprecipitation with the anti-4EBP antibody (Fig. 2B). Thus, the phospho-specific antibodies recognize the same antigen as does the antibody to 4EBP. The recognition of the same bands by three independent antibodies generated against the 4EBP sequence is strong confirmation that this band represents Aplysia 4EBP. Consistent with vertebrate 4EBPs, the slower migration of bands recognized by both phospho-4EBP antibodies could be detected when large, high-percentage SDS-PAGE gels were used (Fig. 2B). Importantly, the total 4EBP antibody recognized both fast- and slow-migrating bands (Fig. 2B). No difference in the migration of the bands recognized by the two phospho-4EBP antibodies was detected. This suggests either that phosphorylation at these sites is coupled such that most phosphorylated 4EBP is phosphorylated at all of the sites or that the shift in migration requires only some of the phosphorylation events. Consistent with a requirement for all sites to be phosphorylated, a shift in migration of bacterially expressed Aplysia GST-coupled 4EBPs occurred only after all four phosphorylation sites were converted to glutamic acid to mimic phosphorylation (Fig. 2C).

As we are interested in the regulation of translation at synapses, we first determined whether 4EBP is present at synapses by using a previously characterized synaptosome preparation (14, 17, 37). Using this fractionation, synaptosomes are present in P2 and P3 fractions, with P2 containing the most synaptosomes but P3 containing the highest enrichment of synaptosomes. Using the antibody to total 4EBP, we observed that Aplysia 4EBP is distributed in roughly equal amounts throughout the different fractions, suggesting its presence, but not enrichment, in synaptosomes (Fig. 2D). Interestingly, there was significantly less phosphorylation of 4EBP in the synaptosome-enriched fractions than in soluble fractions that are derived mainly from neuronal cell soma cytosol. This hypophosphorylation is particularly dramatic in the most enriched synaptosome fraction (Fig. 2D and E).

5HT increases the phosphorylation of both T34/43 and S62/65 in a rapamycin-sensitive manner. In order to determine whether phosphorylation of 4EBP may be an important target of TOR at the synapse in Aplysia, we incubated synaptosomes with 5HT and/or rapamycin and measured the level of 4EBP phosphorylation using the phosphopeptide antibodies (gel shifts were difficult to measure in these experiments due to the use of mini gels, because of the small amount of starting material). A 10-min incubation period with 5HT (20 μM) significantly increased both anti-PT34/43 and anti-PS62/67 immunoreactivity, and this was blocked when synaptosomes were incubated with 5HT in the presence of rapamycin (Fig. 3A and B). Rapamycin did not significantly decrease basal levels of 4EBP phosphorylation (Fig. 3A and B), suggesting that basal phosphorylation of 4EBP is TOR independent. It should be noted that the increase measured is probably an underestimate since not every synapse has receptors for 5HT and contaminants in the synaptosome preparation will dilute the changes observed.

Calyculin causes a large increase in the phosphorylation of 4EBP, and phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase inhibitor blocks the effect of 5HT. The activation of 4EBP in vertebrate and invertebrate systems has previously been shown to depend on phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (26, 42, 63). Indeed, 5HT did not induce a significant change in 4EBP phosphorylation in the presence of LY at either set of phosphorylation sites (Fig. 3C and D). Like rapamycin, LY did not affect basal levels of 4EBP phosphorylation.

While some evidence suggests that TOR directly phosphorylates downstream effector molecules (11, 13), other evidence suggests that this step involves the repression of a calyculin-sensitive phosphatase (14, 37, 47, 66). In order to test this model, we incubated synaptosomes with calyculin (100 nM) in the presence of 5HT and/or rapamycin. Calyculin caused a large increase in the phosphorylation of 4EBP at T34/43 (Fig. 3C and D). Calyculin also increased phosphorylation of S62/67, albeit significantly less than 4EBP phosphorylation at T34/43 (Fig. 3C and D). The increase in phosphorylation by calyculin occluded the effects of 5HT, consistent with 5HT effects being mediated by phosphatase inhibition or 5HT and calyculin converging on a common target (Fig. 3C and D). However, if TOR acted through repression of a phosphatase, calyculin’s action should be insensitive to rapamycin. Instead, rapamycin blocked the increase in phosphorylation induced by calyculin (Fig. 3C and D). It is possible that calyculin acts by inhibiting a 4EBP phosphatase not regulated by TOR, but this would not explain the occlusion of the effects of 5HT or the ability of rapamycin to block calyculin-induced, but not basal, 4EBP phosphorylation. The most consistent interpretation of these data is that calyculin activates TOR, presumably increasing some phosphorylation involved in the pathway towards TOR activation. The larger effect on T34/43 phosphorylation than on S62/67 (the inverse of the effect of 5HT) can be explained by the concurrent inhibition of a TOR-independent phosphatase that is more active on the T34/43 site than on the S62/67 site. It should be pointed out that these results are quite distinct from our earlier studies examining TOR-dependent phosphorylation of S6 kinase in synaptosomes (37), and this will be addressed in Discussion.

Time course of 4EBP phosphorylation in synaptosomes. Treatment of Aplysia ganglia with 5HT has been shown to decrease the phosphorylation of eIF4E, consistent with a decrease in cap-dependent translation (21, 50). This seems in contradiction with the ability of 5HT to increase 4EBP phosphorylation, which should increase cap-dependent translation. To examine this issue more closely, we examined the time course of 4EBP and eIF4E phosphorylation in synaptosomes during the continued presence of 5HT. The phosphorylation of 4EBP in synaptosomes was highest at both T34/43 and S62/67.
at 10 min but had returned to baseline by 35 min, even in the continued presence of 5HT (Fig. 3E and F). In contrast, eIF4E phosphorylation gradually decreased but did not reach significance until the 35-min time point. This suggests that there is a biphasic regulation of translation by 5HT: initially, there is activation of cap-dependent translation through 4EBP phosphorylation, but in the continued presence of 5HT, the TOR pathway is inactivated and a separate pathway is stimulated, leading to a decrease in cap-dependent translation. The two are not dependent on one another since 5HT still decreases eIF4E phosphorylation in the presence of rapamycin (21).

5HT increases the phosphorylation of 4EBP in isolated neurites. In order to further investigate the local activation of 4EBP phosphorylation, we performed immunocytochemical experiments with sensory cell neurites, isolated by removing cell bodies with a glass electrode tip. Neurites were subsequently left to recover from incision for 2 h. This process allowed us to use the healthiest neurites. Processes badly damaged by axotomy decay over time and are easily identifiable; these processes were excluded from our analysis. We found that bathing neurites in 5HT (20 μM) for 10 min caused a significant increase in staining for anti-PT34/43 (Fig. 4A and B). This antibody was used because, in contrast to anti-PS62/67, it produced only a single band on Western blots. Consistent with our results from synaptosomal preparations, the 5HT-induced increase in phosphorylation of 4EBP was blocked by rapamycin (20 nM) (Fig. 4A and B). Again, rapamycin had no effect on basal phosphorylation at T34/43 (Fig. 4A and B).

4EBP is not phosphorylated at either T34/43 or S62/67 when bound to eIF4E. To determine whether phosphorylation regulates eIF4E binding to 4EBP in Aplysia, we examined the phosphorylation state of eIF4E-bound 4EBP by extracting eIF4E from nervous system extracts with 7-methyl-GTP beads in the presence of phosphatase inhibitors. A large amount of 4EBP remained associated with eIF4E after washing, but there was no detectable immunoreactivity to eIF4E-bound 4EBP.
with either phospho-specific antibody (Fig. 5A). It was somewhat surprising to see that no T34/43-phosphorylated 4EBP was associated with eIF4E, as it has previously been shown in vertebrates that 4EBP is removed only after phosphorylation of the second two sites (S62/67) (25, 27, 44).

In order to more clearly identify which residues must be phosphorylated before eIF4E can be released, we performed an in vitro binding assay using bacterially expressed S/T-E mutants of GST-4EBP and a His-tagged eIF4E construct. GST-4EBP constructs were incubated for 1 h with a stoichiometric amount of His-eIF4E (∼100 nM) and precipitated using 7-methyl-GTP beads. Serine/threonine-to-glutamic acid mutations at either T34/43 or S62/67 alone did not significantly decrease coprecipitation with eIF4E (Fig. 5B and C). Rather, S/T-E mutations were required at all four residues on 4EBP before its binding to eIF4E was significantly attenuated (Fig. 5B and C), consistent with the model in which all sites need to be phosphorylated to remove eIF4E binding (27). The lack of bound 4EBP phosphorylated at T34/43 from nervous system extracts could be due to the fact that most 4EBP phosphorylated at T34/43 is also phosphorylated at S62/67; this is also consistent with the comigration of the antigen recognized by the two phospho-specific antibodies (Fig. 2B). It is also possible that phosphorylation at these residues has a stronger effect than the S/T-E mutation or that the other eIF4E binding proteins competing with 4EBP in Aplysia extracts exert a more stringent test of eIF4E binding than the in vitro experiments.

During these experiments, we noted that the amount of eIF4E bound to 7-methyl-GTP caps was increased by the presence of 4EBP but not the quadruple S/T-E construct (Fig. 5B and D). To examine this more carefully, we titrated the levels of 4EBP while keeping levels of eIF4E constant (∼100 nM) (Fig. 5E). Interestingly, the increased binding of eIF4E to the 7-methyl-GTP caps was seen only at approximately equimolar amounts of 4EBP (up to ∼100 nM) and disappeared as levels of 4EBP rose (Fig. 5E). At these concentrations of 4EBP, a significant amount of nonspecific binding of 4EBP to the beads was observed (seen as the amount bound in the absence of eIF4E) (Fig. 5E). The increase of eIF4E bound to caps in the presence of 4EBP is consistent with previous work showing that 4EBP binding stabilizes the conformation of eIF4E bound to the cap (61). The absence of this effect at higher concentrations of 4EBP may be due to aggregation of the purified 4EBP or a lower-affinity binding conformation in which 4EBP no longer stabilizes the conformation of eIF4E bound to the cap.

In order for 4EBP phosphorylation to significantly influence the level of free eIF4E and translation rates in Aplysia neurons, nervous system levels of total 4EBP must be comparable to those of eIF4E. The anti-4EBP antibody was indeed able to coimmunoprecipitate eIF4E effectively from the nervous system (Fig. 5F). While eIF4E was significantly depleted, only a fraction of the starting material was found in the pellet. This is likely due to release of eIF4E during washing of the pellet. The substantial depletion of eIF4E in these experiments suggests that levels of 4EBP in the nervous system are in the range where they could regulate the availability of eIF4E.

Overexpression of 4EBP decreases cap-dependent translation in the cell soma. If the level of free eIF4E is rate limiting for cap-dependent translation, then overexpressing 4EBP should decrease somatic cap-dependent translation. We in-
jected either a plasmid encoding 4EBP or a control plasmid together with a previously characterized bicistronic construct that measures the relative ratio of IRES-dependent to cap-dependent translation (I/C ratio) (19) into Aplysia sensory neurons. Indeed, expression of 4EBP caused a decrease in cap-dependent translation, an increase in IRES-dependent translation, and an increase in the I/C ratio (Fig. 6A). While absolute changes in cap-dependent and IRES-dependent

FIG. 5. Characterization of eIF4E-4EBP interaction. (A) Coprecipitation of 4EBP with eIF4E by using 7-methyl-GTP beads. Starting material (SM), postincubation flowthrough (FT), LCB wash fractions (LCB wash), and the 7-methyl-GTP bead pellets (7m GTP beads) were loaded for comparison. (B) Coprecipitation of purified, bacterially expressed His-eIF4E (4E) and 4EBP constructs by using 7-methyl-GTP beads. Beads were incubated with eIF4E and GST, wild-type 4EBP (WT), or 4EBP with S/T-E mutations at T34/43 (T34/43E), S62/67 (S62/67E), or T34/43 and S62/67 (4xE). Washed pellets were treated with Laemmli’s buffer, boiled and separated on SDS-PAGE gels, transferred to nitrocellulose, and blotted with the 4EBP and eIF4E antibodies. An equal fraction of each 4EBP construct used in the binding assay was also loaded to display equal starting conditions (SM). (C and D) Quantitation of 4EBP and eIF4E levels, respectively, from panel B. Values are means ± standard errors of the means standardized to WT (C) or GST (D) (n = 5). The results of a paired Student t-test using nonstandardized values between groups and WT (C) or GST (D), with a Bonferroni correction for multiple tests, are shown. *, P < 0.05. (E) Titration of 4EBP keeping constant levels of eIF4E. Various amounts of bacterially expressed wild-type 4EBP (4EBP) were incubated with 7-methyl-GTP beads in the presence (+4E) or absence (−4E) of eIF4E. (F) Coimmunoprecipitation of 4EBP and eIF4E from the soluble (cytosolic) fractions of the synaptosome preparation. Anti-4EBP or rabbit IgG (R-IgG) was used for immunoprecipitation (IP), and immunoblotting (IB) was subsequently performed with anti-4EBP, anti-PT34/43, and anti-eIF4E antibodies. The pellet contained material brought down by the IP antibody, while the void was the supernatant from which the protein was immunoprecipitated.
translation between neurons could be affected by the amount of plasmid injected or effects on RNA stability, the I/C ratio is independent of these variables as both fluorescent proteins are derived from the same mRNA. Immunostaining of injected neurons indicated that levels of 4EBP increased approximately fourfold during these experiments compared to immunostaining of neurons injected with control plasmid (Fig. 6B). It should be noted that the change (n-fold) is likely an underestimate, since we do not know what degree of control staining could be due to background immunofluorescence and changes in immunofluorescence are not necessarily linear. We also saw an equivalent increase in 4EBP phosphorylation in these neurons, consistent with the high constitutive phosphorylation of 4EBP seen on Western blots from the soma cytoplasm (Fig. 2D). However, even if an equivalent percentage of overexpressed 4EBP is phosphorylated, this will still lead to a large increase in the total level of nonphosphorylated 4EBP and it is this level that should be critical for regulating the amount of free eIF4E.

Earlier, we had predicted that dissociation of eIF4E from eIF4G should decrease eIF4E phosphorylation (50). Indeed, cells injected with the plasmid encoding 4EBP showed significant decreases in eIF4E phosphorylation (Fig. 6B), consistent with the ability of the 4EBP plasmid to sequestering eIF4E and the eIF4G-associated kinase, ApMnk. The decrease in eIF4E phosphorylation was not due to decreases in eIF4E, as there was actually a small but significant increase in levels of eIF4E in cells overexpressing 4EBP (Fig. 6B).

Another possible explanation for the decrease in cap-dependent translation observed after overexpression of 4EBP is the sequestering of TOR through the TOS site on expressed 4EBP. To determine whether this contributed to the effects of 4EBP, we examined the effect of injecting a plasmid encoding 4EBP where the TOS site at the carboxy terminus was removed (4EBP-dTOS). There was a significant decrease in the amount of phosphorylated 4EBP compared to that in cells injected with plasmid encoding wild-type 4EBP, suggesting, as expected, that removing the TOS site decreases 4EBP phosphorylation (Fig. 7A). However, there were no differences in the ability of 4EBP-dTOS to inhibit cap-dependent translation compared to that of 4EBP, suggesting that the inhibition by 4EBP expression is not due to sequestering TOR (Fig. 7A). One caveat in this experiment is that removing the TOS site also removed the antigen recognized by our anti-4EBP anti-
FIG. 7. Overexpressing eIF4E can prevent the inhibition of cap-dependent translation by a 4EBP mutant lacking the TOS site. (A) Sensory neurons were injected as described for Fig. 6A and fixed and stained for phospho-4EBP as described for Fig. 6B, except a third group received 4EBP lacking the TOS site (dTOS). Representative cells and quantitation of all cells are shown. Values are means standardized to the control ± standard errors of the means (SEM) from four experiments (control, n = 34; BP-WT, n = 29; dTOS, n = 32). Differences between groups by analysis of variance (ANOVA) are as follows (with numbers of cells and dishes, respectively, in parentheses): Cap (92, 2), IRES (92, 2), F = 5.97, P < 0.01; IRES (92, 2), F = 1.01, P > 0.5; I/C (92, 2), F = 12.5, P < 0.0001; 4EBP (11, 2), F = 9.9, P < 0.001. The results of Tukey’s post hoc test between either group and the control or between two groups joined by a connector are shown. #, P < 0.01; *, P < 0.001; NS = P > 0.1. (B) Sensory neurons were injected as described for Fig. 6A, except groups received the bicistronic reporter and empty vector (Con), eIF4E (4E), 4EBP-dTOS (dTOS), or eIF4E plus 4EBP-dTOS (4E + dTOS), and were stained for eIF4E (4E Total). Representative cells and quantitation of all cells are shown. Values are means standardized to the control ± SEM from two experiments (control, n = 24; 4E, n = 23; dTOS, n = 25; 4E + dTOS, n = 25). Differences between groups by ANOVA are as follows (with numbers of cells and dishes, respectively, in parentheses): Cap (93, 3), F = 6.6, P < 0.001; IRES (93, 3), F = 0.3, P > 0.5; I/C (93, 3), F = 19.4, P < 0.00001; total eIF4E (88, 3), F = 35.6, P < 1 × 10−15; #, P < 0.05; *, P < 0.001 (according to Tukey’s post hoc test between either group and the control or between two groups joined by a connector). body. Thus, we could not conclusively determine whether 4EBP-dTOS was more potent than 4EBP at inhibiting cap-dependent translation.

Our results thus show that in the cell body, the level of 4EBP is rate limiting, as increasing 4EBP expression decreases cap-dependent translation. Since 4EBP is less phosphorylated at the synapse, it is not clear whether these results would be the same for synaptic translation. However, this could not be determined since this reporter is not sensitive enough to measure translation occurring specifically at synapses.

Overexpression of eIF4E does not lead to an increase in cap-dependent translation but does rescue cap-dependent translation in 4EBP-injected cells. Whereas the preceding results suggest that decreasing the level of free eIF4E in the soma can decrease cap-dependent translation, they do not address whether the level of free eIF4E is normally rate limiting. Previously, we showed that overexpression of eIF4E did not increase cap-dependent translation (19). We repeated these experiments and observed the same results; overexpression of eIF4E alone had no effect on the I/C ratio despite a significant increase in total levels of eIF4E (Fig. 7B). However, coexpression of eIF4E with 4EBP-dTOS completely rescued the decrease in cap-dependent translation caused by increased 4EBP levels in these cells, demonstrating that the expressed eIF4E was functional and that the mechanism of 4EBP-dTOS action is through sequestration of eIF4E (Fig. 7B). Therefore, in the cell soma, the levels of eIF4E are not normally rate limiting for cap-dependent translation, and thus, increasing eIF4E levels has no effect on general cap-dependent translation. Only after overexpression of 4EBP are eIF4E levels rate limiting, so that in cells overexpressing 4EBP, concurrent overexpression of eIF4E significantly increases cap-dependent translation. Surprisingly, in cells coexpressing 4EBP-dTOS and eIF4E, levels of eIF4E were much higher than in cells expressing eIF4E alone (Fig. 7B). This suggests that there is a restriction on eIF4E levels in sensory neurons, perhaps through degradation of free eIF4E, and suggests that 4EBP can protect eIF4E from degradation by acting as an eIF4E chaperone. This is consistent with the increase in endogenous eIF4E levels seen after overexpression of eIF4E (Fig. 6), although the small effect seen in the earlier experiment suggests that there is relatively little free eIF4E to stabilize. It should also be noted that overexpression of 4EBP-dTOS did not lead to a significant increase in free eIF4E levels (Fig. 7B), as was seen for overexpression of wild-type 4EBP in Fig. 6. The reason for this discrepancy is not clear but could be due to lower levels of expression of 4EBP-dTOS.

DISCUSSION

To date, there have been few studies of 4EBPs outside mammals. In Drosophila melanogaster, 4EBP binds eIF4E poorly due to a nonconsensus eIF4E binding site in 4EBP and overexpression of Drosophila 4EBP was ineffective at reducing cell size and number (42). The removal of Drosophila 4EBP had some effects on immune regulation and survival during starvation, suggesting that in Drosophila, 4EBP may be required only in special circumstances (7, 60). In contrast, we have shown that Aplysia 4EBP regulates translation in a manner more similar to that of vertebrate 4EBPs. Aplysia 4EBP
contains a consensus eIF4E binding site, and overexpression of *Aplysia* 4EBP was sufficient to decrease cap-dependent translation in the soma. Additionally, the regulation of 4EBP through TOR was also conserved in *Aplysia*. TOR regulation of 4EBP has been observed in *Drosophila*, but only modulation of the amino-terminal sites was observed (41), whereas in *Aplysia*, both amino- and carboxy-terminal phosphorylation sites were modulated by 5HT in a rapamycin-sensitive manner. These results are consistent with findings from sea urchin, the only other invertebrate system in which 4EBP activity has been characterized. In sea urchin, 4EBP phosphorylation and dissociation from eIF4E occur in a rapamycin-sensitive manner following fertilization of sea urchin eggs (18, 52, 53), an event that triggers a large increase in cap-dependent translation (8).

**Comparison with S6 kinase regulation.** There is controversy over how TOR regulates the activities of 4EBP and S6 kinase. While the majority of evidence suggests that TOR directly phosphorylates both T37/46 in 4EBP and T389 in S6 kinase (11, 13, 25, 65), there are large differences between the sequences of these sites. It is also unclear whether rapamycin blocks kinase activity or other regulatory aspects of the TOR complex (10, 29, 43, 47). In synaptosomes, we found that while 5HT increased both S6 kinase (37) and 4EBP phosphorylation in a rapamycin-sensitive manner, other pharmacological agents reveal differences in their regulation. For instance, calyculin-mediated increases in S6 kinase phosphorylation were insensitive to rapamycin (37), whereas calyculin-mediated increases in 4EBP phosphorylation were blocked by rapamycin. The simplest explanation for this result is that modulation of S6 kinase by TOR is mainly through a calyculin-sensitive phosphatase, with the kinase activity being insensitive to rapamycin, whereas 4EBP is regulated mainly through a TOR-sensitive kinase that is activated by calyculin, likely TOR itself. Indeed, S6 kinase in vertebrates can also be phosphorylated by the rapamycin-insensitive rictor complex under certain conditions (1). Another difference in the regulation of 4EBP and S6 kinase is that in the presence of calyculin, 5HT caused a large decrease in S6 kinase phosphorylation (37) but had no effect on 4EBP phosphorylation (Fig. 3).

A third major difference in the regulation of 4EBP and S6 kinase in *Aplysia* is the action that LY has on their phosphorylation. LY blocked basal phosphorylation of S6 kinase, but 5HT still increased phosphorylation in the presence of LY (37). In contrast, LY did not block basal phosphorylation of 4EBP but did block 5HT-mediated increases in 4EBP phosphorylation. LY could act through inhibition of the pathway between 5HT and TOR or may directly inhibit the kinase activity of TOR (12). Finally, rapamycin by itself had little or no effect on basal 4EBP phosphorylation but strongly decreased basal S6 kinase phosphorylation. While there is no clear model to explain all of these differences, our results are consistent with previous findings that suggest the outputs from mTOR to 4EBP1 and S6 kinase are distinct (64).

**Phosphorylation of 4EBP.** In vertebrate 4EBP, phosphorylation of N-terminal sites, T37 and T46, appears to prime for phosphorylation of downstream sites, S65 and T70 (25, 27, 43). Although T37/T46 phosphorylation appears to be sufficient for eIF4E release in some cases, in both mammals (13, 67) and *Drosophila* (41), the bulk of evidence suggests that a hierarchical phosphorylation event terminating in S65 phosphorylation is critical for the release of eIF4E (25, 27, 43, 44). Indeed, in *Aplysia*, T-E mutations at T34/43 alone did not abrogate eIF4E-4EBP binding. Instead, S/T-E mutations were required at all four phospho-specific residues before binding was significantly inhibited. It is therefore somewhat surprising that when the same assay was performed with endogenous protein, none of the eIF4E-bound 4EBP from nervous system extracts was phosphorylated at T34/43. One plausible explanation is that in *Aplysia*, most phosphorylated 4EBP is phosphorylated at all four sites. Consistent with this, there are only two differentially migrating 4EBP bands: one recognized by all three 4EBP antibodies (slower-migrating isoform) and the other recognized only by the total 4EBP antibody (lower band) (Fig. 2B and 5A).

If any of the 4EBP here had in fact been singly phosphorylated at T34/43, then anti-PT34/43 should have detected two different bands, since T34/43 or S62/67 phosphorylation alone does not appear to slow 4EBP migration (Fig. 2C).

**4EBP regulation of translation.** There are a growing number of eIF4E binding partners (48). The degree of control of 4EBP over free eIF4E depends on the stoichiometry of the two partners and other eIF4E binding proteins. In the soma of *Aplysia* sensory neurons, levels of nonphosphorylated 4EBP are not saturating since increasing levels of 4EBP substantially reduce cap-dependent translation and this could be rescued by adding back eIF4E. For 4EBP regulation to be important, the increase in free eIF4E liberated by phosphorylation must be sufficient to alter the balance of translation. This is probably not true in the soma of sensory neurons since overexpression of eIF4E increased its level substantially but did not increase cap-dependent translation. It is possible that the lack of an effect of overexpressing eIF4E is due to a feedback mechanism; however, since we are measuring cumulative translation after expression of the constructs, the initial rise in cap-dependent translation that would be required to activate the feedback controls should have been detected. We also did not detect increased levels of 4EBP in eIF4E-expressing neurons (data not shown). It should be noted though that in this case, cap-dependent translation is monitored using a short nonstructured 5′ untranslated region and increasing free eIF4E may be important for the translation of a subset of messages with complicated 5′ untranslated regions, such as Myc in vertebrate neurons (28, 38, 48, 56). Moreover, these results may be quite different at synapses, where 4EBP is normally hypophosphorylated and the relative level of eIF4E liberated may be more substantial.

Indeed, the results presented here may partially address a discrepancy in the literature between the regulation of translation rates by 5HT in isolated neurites and pleural sensory cells and ganglia. In sensory cells and ganglia, during the first 30 min of 5HT treatment, there is a decrease in the rate of translation (4, 68). This decrease was not seen in isolated neurites (16). We have previously proposed one explanation for this discrepancy: in isolated neurites, phosphorylation of eEF2 is enhanced due to the increase in calcium that occurs during axotomy. The subsequent addition of 5HT leads to dephosphorylation of eEF2, thereby activating translation through a process not present in whole cells or ganglia (14). Additionally, if 4EBP phosphorylation plays a larger role at the synapse than in the cell body, then 5HT may enhance synaptic translation rates through TOR, whereas the activation of TOR...
in the cell body may be less important than the actions of 5HT on decreasing cap-dependent translation.

It is important to note that for synaptic 4EBP regulation to be physiologically important, one might expect to see a larger change in phosphorylation than reported here. However, in Aplysia, the synaptosomal preparation is not pure in synaptic compartments, yielding roughly 25% purity in P3 and 7% purity in P2 (17). Therefore, a large increase in phosphorylation at the synapse could be masked by contamination from other cellular components where 5HT induces little or no change in 4EBP phosphorylation. Moreover, we do not know what percentage of synapses contain 5HT receptors that are coupled to 

4EBP as an elf4E chaperone. It is quite striking that when 4EBP and elf4E were coexpressed, levels of elf4E were significantly higher than when elf4E was expressed alone. This would be consistent with 4EBP acting as an elf4E chaperone and free elf4E having a short half-life (61, 62). Alternatively, overexpressing elf4E may activate feedback mechanisms that downregulate elf4E, but in the presence of 4EBP, these mechanisms would not be turned on. Finally, overexpression of 4EBP by itself led only to a small increase in endogenous elf4E levels, suggesting that in the absence of overexpression, there is little elf4E to stabilize and most elf4E is probably bound to other binding proteins, such as elf4G and elf4E-T (23).

Summary. We have characterized 4EBP in the Aplysia nervous system. Phosphorylation of 4EBP by TOR is induced by the facilitating transmitter, 5HT, suggesting that regulation of translation by 4EBP may be important in different phases of memory formation. 4EBP regulation is similar to that of veratridine. Overexpressing 4EBP was sufficient to specifically decrease cap-dependent translation. Overexpressing elf4E was not sufficient, however, to increase cap-dependent translation in the soma, suggesting that elf4E levels are not rate limiting for such translation under normal circumstances. These results should lead to further studies to determine the role of 4EBP phosphorylation in memory formation in Aplysia.
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